IRS Changges Determ
mination Leetter Proceedures
and
d Timing of Plan Ameendmentss
Backgrou
und
For the last ten yearrs, plan sponsors of ind
dividually deesigned retirrement plan
ns were geneerally
required to obtain an
n IRS determ
mination that a plan wass tax qualifieed once everry five years. The
five year period was generally baased on the plan sponsoor’s employeer identification number and
emedial Amendment Cyycle (“RAC”)). In additio
on, plan sponsors
was referred to as the plan’s Re
had to make
m
conform
ming plan am
mendments by the end oof their five‐‐year RAC cyycle.
The IRS, in Rev. Procc. 2016‐37, prescribes
p
a new system
m, effective January 1, 2017. Notee that
these ne
ew procedurres do not apply to IR
RS pre‐approoved protottype and vo
olume subm
mitter
plans.
IRS Determination Letters
he new syste
em, a plan sp
ponsor may only
o requestt a determin
nation letterr if:
Under th
(1)

The plan has
h never recceived an IR S determinaation letter; or

(2)

The plan iss being term
minated; or

If the IRS provides a special excception, bassed on the need for
(3)
ru
ulings in certtain areas an
nd its ability to process aadditional ap
pplications.

Required Plan Amendments
The timing of required plan amendments will generally be based on a Required Amendments
List which the IRS will publish on or after October 1 of each year, beginning October 1, 2016.
Generally, plan sponsors must adopt the amendment by the end of the second calendar year
following the year the Required Amendments List is published, regardless of the plan year of
the plan or the tax year of the plan sponsor. For example, if a Required Amendment is
published in 2016, the plan amendment must be adopted by not later than December 31, 2018.
The IRS has indicated that discretionary amendments must continue to be adopted by the end
of the plan year in which amendment is operationally effective, as provided in Rev. Proc. 2007‐
44.
The IRS also notes that Rev. Proc. 2016‐37 does not change a plan’s operational compliance
requirements. Therefore, individually designed plans need to operate their plans in compliance
with any change in qualification requirements from the effective date of the change, regardless
of the Required Amendment Date. Therefore, the IRS will also provide a new annual
“Operational Compliance List” each calendar year to describe changes in qualification
requirements that are effective during a calendar year.
Comments
Rev. Proc. 2016‐37 does not address a number of issues, such as the use of determination
letters in audits, rollovers, mergers and acquisitions and the IRS’s Employee Plans Compliance
Resolution System. We hope that additional clarifying transitional guidance will later be
provided.
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